
VISITING THE CHILDREN’S
MUSEUM OF THE ARTS

Children’s Museum of the Arts
212-274-0986    cmany.org    103 Charlton St. NY, NY 10014
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Welcome to Children’s Museum of the Arts!
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When I walk into the museum, I have to go 
to the front desk and check in.
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The friendly people at Visitor Services are 
here to help me with my visit.

I can use a Map and make a schedule of 
all of the things I want to do on my visit. 
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NEUBAUER FAMILY LOBBY
LOUNGE
WEE ARTS STUDIO
CYNTHIA C. WAINWRIGHT GALLERY
PEPPERMAN FAMILY ART STUDIOS
THE RUSSO FAMILY ART LAB 1
RUSSELL BERRIE FOUNDATION ART LAB 2
ARETÉ FOUNDATION AS ARRANGED BY JONATHAN 
Z. COHEN & JULIA PERSHAN COHEN QUIET ROOM
MEDIA LAB
POHLY TURAJ CLAY BAR
ACKERMAN FAMILY SOUND BOOTH
SWIRL STUDIO
THE BRIDGE
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
WATER FOUNTAIN

* All spaces except 12 & 13 are accessible to wheelchairs
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My first stop may be the bathroom. The 
bathrooms are located in the gallery up the 
stairs to the right. If I am hungry, snacks may 
be enjoyed in the Lounge.

Once I am ready, it is time to explore the 
museum.

GALLERY

LOUNGE LOBBY

P
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There are many fun things to do at CMA.
There are also some guidelines to having 
fun at CMA. Those guidelines are:

LOOK   MAKE   SHARE
Keep your hands by your 
side when looking at the 
art made by other artists. 
Walk nicely through the 
galleries. Stay with my 
family or teacher.

Try something new! Make Art! Take turns with the materials. 
Show your work. Talk about 
what you see.
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At CMA, I will meet:
Teaching Artists Visitor Services

Other AdultsOther Children

Teaching Artists are artists who enjoy 
teaching and creating projects I can 
explore.

Visitor Services staff are friendly people who 
work to help visitors enjoy the museum.

Lots of children I can speak to, play with, and 
share materials with.

The museum is filled with other 
adults who I don’t know. To be safe, 
I shouldn’t stay with a stranger, I 
should stay with my family or teacher.

If I am lost, I should look for someone wearing a name tag like this.

Children’s Museum of the Arts

Mary
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Getting Started:
If I am older than 5, I should sign up for a spot at the Clay Bar.
* Sometimes the Clay Bar can be 
   very busy and fill up.

If my family or group has different aged kids, 
we should start in the WEE Arts Studio.

* Older kids can help younger kids explore and create!

My family should then 
visit the rest of the 
museum.
* We have to remember that some 
of the areas are for older kids (5+). 
In these areas, younger kids need 
to be surpervised. Younger kids can 
ask Teaching Artists how they can 
participate.
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       I can visit the galleries and look at the  
art on the walls.

TALK ABOUT: 
What’s happening in this picture?
How was it made?
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       I can make art too! There are 
workshops with “make sheets” that explain 
how to make art inspired by the galleries. 
Teaching Artists are there to help.
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The WEE Arts Studio is a space for kids ages 
5 and under to explore and play. 
There are 7 activities I can explore in the 
WEE Space.

Teaching Artists are there to help.
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Another really cool place to visit is the Clay 
Bar. At the Clay Bar I can be inspired by a 
theme, or make anything I want out of clay. 

I may need to 
sign up for the 
Clay Bar and wait 
my turn. 

Teaching Artists are there to help.
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The Rules in the Fine Arts Studio are:

   Respect others. Share materials, tools and space.

   Give your best effort.  

   Create your own journey.  Your artwork is special. 

   Help all artists by cleaning up your work area.  

   Stay with your child at all times. This is a fun time to collaborate.

   Refrain from cell phone use in the studio, except for photos.

   Keep all food and beverages in the lounge next to reception.

Younger artists (age 4) may also explore with more hands on adult supervision

The Fine Arts Studio is a place to explore 
materials and techniques.
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       In the Fine Arts Studio, I can create like 
an artist. 

        When I’m done I should help clean 
up. Sharing is important to making art 
in a community space like a museum. 
Teaching Artists are there to help. Trying 
things on my own is fun too!
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The Sound Booth is a place to make my 
own music. I also may need to sign up for 
the sound booth and wait my turn.
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There are fun places to play at CMA. 
There is a Swirl Studio and a Bridge to see.

Sometimes artists make art called an 
installation in the Bridge space.
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Once I have explored the Museum, there is 
a quiet space to just relax.
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Going to CMA is so much fun!



CMA’s Inclusive Programs 
For Children With Physical Disabilities

Inclusive WEE (7 and Under) Sundays
Children ages 2-6 years old with physical disabilities, and 
their families. This Family Class provides multi-sensory 
experiences that encourage exploration. Students 
develop motor and language skills through art-making 
by layering a variety of exciting tactile materials to 
create new surfaces, textures, forms, shapes, and 
colors. Children are encouraged to self-regulate 
through individual projects and are supported through 
collaborative projects to gain important social skills. 
Teaching Artist also work to introduce the families to the 
museum.

Upcoming Dates: Sundays in 2016: 4/3, 5/1, 6/5 
Location: Classes are held Sundays from 9:30-10:45 AM 
in the WEE Space. 

Inclusive 8+ Trimester 2: Photography 
and Mixed Media Art (8 and UP) Sundays
Children ages 7-15 with physical disabilities, and 
their siblings and friends. This weekly drop-off 
course provides opportunities to create with 
skills gained in Photography integrating Fine 
Arts and Media Lab. Students are given the 
space to be independent from their parents, 
while activities are adapted to accommodate 
the specific abilities of each child. Students 
will explore the practice of combining various 
distinct visual art media, such as paper, paint, 
textiles, and sculpture. Students will use their 
photography as a foundation for new artwork. 
The class will also discover and discuss the work 
and techniques of notable mixed media artists. 
Students host exhibitions and screenings to 
share their work with the community.
 
Trimester Dates include: Sundays in 2016: 4/3, 
4/10, 4/17, 5/1, 5/8, 5/15, 6/5 and 6/12*. 
Classes will be held in Art Lab 2 at CMA 
between 12:30-2:30, except when on field trips. 
Culminating event will be held on 6/12 at CMA.

Registration is required!
Please send an email to mlopez@cmany.org to be 
placed on our email list, and a registration form will 

be sent to you. Visit our website for more information 
www.cmany.org
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Children’s Museum of the Arts



CMA’s Inclusive Programs for 
Families Affected by Autism

STRIPES WEE (7 and Under) 
Saturdays
Children with an Autism Spectrum 
Disorder & their Families. By exploring 
different art mediums, this class 
focuses on tactile experiences while 
building creativity, self-regulated 
independence and communication 
skills. Families also participate in 
therapeutic music, and movement 
exercises. Classes are held on 
Saturdays from 9:30-10:45 AM in the 
WEE Space. 

Upcoming Dates: Saturdays in 2016: 
4/9, 4/23, 5/7, 5/21, 6/1, and 6/25

STRIPES MEDIA LAB (8 and UP) Saturdays
Children with an Autism Spectrum Disorder & 
their Families. This class uses art to build social 
skills and peer-to-peer relationships. Families 
will work on a series of collaborative projects 
incorporating a variety of art mediums in CMA’s 
Media Lab and Sound Booth. Classes are held 
on Saturdays from 9:30-10:45 AM.  

Trimester Dates include: Saturdays in 2016: 
4/16, 5/14, and 6/4

Children’s Museum of the Arts

Registration is required!
Please send an email to mlopez@cmany.org to be placed on our email list, and a 

registration form will be sent to you. Visit our website for more information www.cmany.org



Current Exhibition:

February 2, 2016 – May 22, 2016 in the Cynthia C. Wainwright Gallery

Parents! Did you know that any child with a disability + their adult guest can visit CMA for 
FREE during public hours? Visit our website to register for ART for ALL.

Teachers! Visit our site to learn about discounted Group Visit rates for NYC District 75 
schools and programs providing special services to students with accessibility needs, 
groupvisits@cmany.org. 

CMA Access Tools to help make your visit successful:
•	 Download	our	Social Story to help plan your visit. 
•	 Check	out	our	Tactile Tour bags to help explore the exhibitions.
•	 Listen	to	our	Audio Tours with interviews from the artists and children.
•	 Ask	for	wall	text	in	Large Print and Braille.

Call the front desk (212) 274-0986 to Plan Ahead and get information about travel, 
wheelchair access to the lift, and special events that might impact the comfort of your visit.

               Ask about our Inclusive Sunday Programs for Children with Physical Disabilities 

SEW WHAT?

Inclusive Weekend Programs are generously supported by 
Mindy & Mark Dehnert and Goldman Sachs Gives; the CMA 

Young Professionals; George Link, Jr. Foundation; and The Barker 
Welfare Foundation. The Art For All program is made possible in 

part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services.













MISSION 
CO/LAB Theater Group is a non‐profit organization dedicated to 

providing Creative Opportunities without Limits And Boundaries. 
CO/LAB exists to offer individuals with developmental disabilities a 

creative and social outlet through theater arts.  
#

Through our programming, we encourage the actors to collaborate 
as an ensemble, as well as discover their individual voices. We 

create a safe and judgment-free environment that provides 
participants the opportunity to express themselves both in class and 

on stage. We seek to honor and celebrate the individual, 
transcending the label of a disability. ##



ABOUT CO/LAB 
CO/LAB held its first class in the fall of 
2011 with just 13 actors. Since then, we 
have become an established non-profit, 
reaching over 500 individuals with 
developmental disabilities#
#
Our team has worked with actors in four 
cities to create over 20 original shows.  



CORE PROGRAMS 
On-Site Classes
CO/LAB’s semester-long classes are designed 
for participants ages 14+. Each class is led by a 
team of Teaching Artists and Supporting Artists, 
creating a 2:1 participant to staff ratio.  Our 
acting and musical theater curriculum integrates 
individual exercises and ensemble collaboration 
in order to create a full production with the cast.

Summer Guest Artist Series:
We get awesome professional artists to 
come teach single workshops in their areas 
of expertise. The goal of the program is to 
expose CO/LAB actors to new aspects of 
theater and to other teaching styles and 
approaches. Past topics include 
Shakespeare, puppetry, dance, on-camera 
acting, design, and music.



CO/LAB CONNECTS 
For schools, day habilitation programs, support groups, 
and community centers, CO/LAB will come to you.  CO/
LAB’s programming staff will work with your team in order 
to create a curriculum suited for the population you are 
working with.  This might mean bringing our crew in once 
to teach the basics of theater and provide a fun activity 
night or it might mean a longer partnership to develop a 
specific skillset for your participants. 


Every single partner that CO/LAB works with deserves 
a personal experience.  We give each group 
individualized attention and specialized programming 
to suit your program’s interests and goals. 

Choose from our standard workshops in theater and 
improvisation or have us customize a workshop to meet 
your specific curriculum needs. Workshops can be tailored 
for children, teens or adults.



OFF SITE OPPORTUNITIES 
Single Workshop (45-90 minutes):

•  Get a taste for what we do at CO/LAB
•  Workshops include a dance party, warm-up, focus 

game, and theater activities

Mini Residency (Series of 6-10 workshops):

•  Increased skills building 
•  Program concludes with a work-sharing on the final 

day 

Full Residency (10-15 Workshops):

•  Get the full CO/LAB experience! 
•  Concludes with a final production for friends and 

family
•  Gain valuable performance skills as well as develop 

an ensemble of players that trust and support one 
another

Past workshop and residency topics include building an 
ensemble, improvisation, environment, creating characters, 
communication skills, musical theater and problem solving.



PAST PARTNERSHIPS 
•  Aaron Academy
•  AHRC 
•  ARC Mercer 
•  Emerge and See
•  GRASP


•  Heartshare
•  Help on the Way
•  Human First 
•  JCC Manhattan
•  Lifespire


•  LOTS Connection
•  MSCR 
•  YAI Hankering for More
•  YAI Independent Living 

Program
#



BENEFITS 
In CO/LAB classes, we teach participants to:


•  Contribute positively and respectfully to an 
ensemble.

•  Perform confidently in front of family, friends, and 
the community.

•  Give and receive constructive feedback during the 
rehearsal process.

•  Create a safe, shared space that inspires risk taking 
and innovation.

•  Use techniques for the body and voice to improve 
diction, vocal projection and body awareness.

•  Present their own ideas to generate original material 
including characters, scenes, songs and dances.

We believe that by collaborating within this supportive 
environment, participants will take away essential skills 
– such as communication, focus, and creativity –  that 
can be applied to their school, work, and home lives. 
Most importantly, at CO/LAB we infuse all activities 
with a positive, energetic spirit and encourage actors to 
do the same outside of class!



TEACHING ARTISTS 
We staff each class with two Teaching Artists 
and additional Supporting Artists in order to 
provide a safe, creative space for all 
participants.  Our Teaching Artists are trained 
performers and educators and have worked 
at/with the following organizations:#
#
#

• Gotham Comedy Club#
• The Acting Company#
• The Tempest Ladies#
• The Deconstructive Theatre Project#
• Syracuse Stage#
• Steppenwolf Theater#
• McCarton School#
• Chamber Theater Productions#
• Piven Theatre Workshop#
• Alabama Shakespeare#
• Florida Studio Theater#
• Theater for a New City#
• Arts Connection#
• Parallel Exit#
• Miami Theater Center



TESTIMONIALS 
This is an outlet for me to 

let everything go and to be 
myself...and not be judged 

because I have 
disabilities..or I am 

different.#
-Sylvia, actor#

In CO/LAB there is no 
wrong choice, or way to do 

something..it allows the 
actors a completely safe 
space to be themselves 

and create and have fun. #
-Lauren, volunteer  

Your approach to the 
individuals with 

disabilities is incredibly 
tactful, respectful, and 

motivating. #
-Irina, parent#

Thank you for making me 
an actor in CO/LAB.  
Being an actor is my 

dream. #
- Paul, actor#

CO/LAB has affected the 
individuals we serve at the 
Arc in a very positive way. 
Partnering with CO/LAB 

has been most beneficial to 
building our individuals' 
confidences as well as 

learning how to retain and 
recite various vocal and 

physical warm-ups as well 
as opening up the creative 
part of the brain by making 
something of their own for 

others to enjoy.  "
- Jim Gaven, Staff - Arc 

Mercer#



FAQ 
What if my participants have never done theater?

No problem at all! We tailor our programming for actors at all levels and are ready to start at the 
very beginning by creating a safe space. Shakespeare had to start somewhere!



Where do the workshops take place?
CO/LAB Staff can travel to your venue or usual meeting place if you have a room that can be 
mostly cleared of large furniture pieces to create an open playing space. If not, CO/LAB can help 
to secure a rehearsal and performance space on your behalf. 


What about supplies?
CO/LAB Teaching Artists can bring whiteboards, music, and props with them on the go. We’ll have 
you fill out a pre-workshop form to let us know of any supplies you already have on-site.



What if some of our actors have limited speech or mobility?
CO/LAB Teaching Artists are trained and experienced in working with a ride range of abilities in 
our workshops. Our number one priority is physical and emotional safety. We include everyone in 
each part of the lesson and try to challenge each actor to take creative risks. 



Does our staff need to participate?
CO/LAB is prepared to teach without any additional staff, but you are welcome and encouraged 
to participate in our activities. No experience necessary!





Are you ready for CO/LAB?  
Contact us: education@colabtheatergroup.com#
































